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Wednesday, 17 May

Data Science Holodeck - Open Session and
Workshop
You are invited! Break out your Wednesday routines, come around, and let us inspire you with
some unique and engaging immersive experience.

By Cphbusiness Lyngby

When and where

Date and time

Wed, 17 May 2023 12�30 - 15�00 CEST

Location

Follow
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Details

Menu

https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/


Data Science Holodeck 30 Nørgaardsvej Room 3.12 (3rd floor) 2800 Kongens Lyngby Denmark

Agenda

Show map

Collapse agenda

12�30 - 12�40

Welcome to the Holodeck : session opening and introduction

12�40 - 13�00

What is AI actually and how can I benefit from it in my work with data?

13�00 - 13�20

What is VR and how can VR contribute to a better understanding of my
data?

13�20 - 13�30

Coffee break with networking

13�30 - 14�00

Workshops: heads-on experience with Holodeck and the students

14�00 - 14�15

Coffee break with Q&A

14�15 - 15�00

Round Table: more Q&A, discussion and feedback collection

15�00

Thank you, good bye, and see you soon for the next challenge!
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About this event

The Data Science Holodeck project and smart students from Cphbusiness invite you to an
open session and a heads-on experience in artificial intelligence (AI) and virtual reality (VR) –
two closely related technologies promising to change our way of perceiving the world
forever.

Have you been touched by the recent ChatGPT hot hype. Do you feel attracted or you are
already tired of it? Are you familiar with the good and bad sides of it? Should you be excited
of applying it yourself or worried of being left behind? Do you still wonder what actually the
modern AI technologies mean to you personally and your business, particularly?

Do you have experience in data-driven acceleration of the daily processes you are engaged
with or you consider taking use of it, but would rather be able to see transparently through
the options first? Could a knowledge graph unleash the hidden power of your data? Would
you like to know more about the available knowledge-based technologies, the advantages
they provide, the related challenges and the choices you can make?

This event is about involving you in searching for the answers of such questions, but also
about revealing to you the spectacular opportunities the modern virtual worlds provide to
enhancing our collective intelligence and experiences as personal and professional
knowledge managers.

While involving all your human senses, we would try to give you away a beautiful sensational
feeling and deep rational understanding of how the artificial alternatives work, so you could
possibly leave us a bit more convinced and confident in taking proper AI and VR decisions as
educator or business value change manager.

We are looking forward to opening the doors for you!
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